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The Outsiders: The New Outdoor Creativity
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More and more creatives are yearning to travel and have adventures in the great outdoors. The new scene that has emerged out of this development is designing original outdoor products, improving on existing ones, and reflecting on their experiences in new
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Customer Reviews

Bought this as a gift for a student who doesn't like to read. She absolutely loved it. The pictures were fascinating enough to make her want to read some of the explanations and descriptions. The photographs themselves are vivid in detail and varied in scope. Yes, there are many pages featuring equipment, but those are easily skipped to see the dozens of pages of breath-taking photos. My student only wished the book included more two-paged, full spread photos. Overall, very happy with this book and the price. Highly recommend.

This book was SO expensive on LL Bean's website. Used from ? Yes please.

Wonderful pictures that transport you to the locations. Down to earth descriptions of a different way of looking at Life outside.

A book that very well met my expectations! Visually satisfying and well chosen episodes to tell the stories of people wanting a life closer to nature and further from the mainstream!
A unique book, with beautiful photography and with a layout that makes this book really stand out from the masses.

Fabulous book, pix and stories

nice pix & the way it explains ^^

I just can’t get over the fact that the spine of this book is incorrectly oriented. When the book is laid face up on the coffee table, the text on the spine is upside down, when I put it on the bookshelf so the spine is readable with the rest of my vast collection of books (all whose spines are correctly oriented), I pull it out and find the book upside down. Now, I realize this is a "silly" thing to notice or care about, but when I think about the total oversight of this detail in relationship with this book specifically I am SERIOUSLY annoyed that this detail was overlooked. This is a coffee table book highlighting a meticulously curated collection of quality products, design, photography, and art created by individuals from the outdoor adventure/lifestyle/retail world whose attention to detail and meticulous craftsmanship afforded them the opportunity to be in such a book as this. The pages of the book are even luxurious to the touch. SO HOW ON THIS EARTH COULD YOU OVERLOOK THE SPINE!?!?!?! better luck next time.
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